Looking Toward the Future

On May 30, 2009 over 700 students from Pickerington High School Central and North accepted their diplomas and made a bold step toward the future. A new day that is sure to be as exciting, fruitful and liberating as this moment, right now.
The end of a school year is a time for reflection, celebration and planning. For educators, the summer season is filled with college courses, reading, designing projects and preparing for the future. We end one year and immediately begin planning for the next.

Here at Pickerington, we are learning from the past and planning for tomorrow. To serve our students better, we must look years, even decades into the future. We must prepare our children for a world that is constantly evolving.

With that in mind, we will continue to evaluate our instruction, the quality of courses, and the efficiencies in which we deliver our service to ensure that we are delivering the highest quality education.

While the new school year foretells that there is much work to be done, we also must celebrate the work that has been completed. Surely, the most highly visible evidence is the near completion of three new school buildings, which will open next school year. We are grateful to the community for the support of these new structures.

As you relax and recharge this summer, know that behind the scenes buildings are being polished, buses are being inspected, lessons are being planned and the children are being thought about intensely.

Have a wonderful summer – and take a minute to be inspired by the accomplishments of Pickerington’s staff and students.
A year in review

Pickerington 2008-2009

The 2008-2009 school year was filled with excitement. It began with the District receiving the highest honor from the state, “Excellent with Distinction” and ended with a breathtaking performance by a Harmon Middle School student at the Scripps-Howard National Spelling Bee in Washington, D.C. What a year it has been. Below is a brief summary of the Pickerington Local Schools accomplishments.

District Achievements
The District earned “Excellent with Distinction Rating.”

The Treasurer’s Department received the “Making Your Tax Dollars Count” award from the Auditor of State Mary Taylor’s office for fiscal accountability.

The Technology Department launched the Parent Assist Module (PAM) that granted parents 24/7 access to student grades and progress reports.

The District remained committed to increasing efficiencies and streamlining operations. As a result, the District reduced its operating budget by $1.3 million over two fiscal years.

The Welcome Center opened in the fall of 2008 has greeted and assigned pins to 2,083 children seeking enrollment in PLSD.

Fifteen teachers obtained Master Teacher status from the State of Ohio’s Department of Education.

Student Achievement
The Class of 2009 earned over $14.8 million dollars in scholarships.

Over 90% of the graduating class is going on to pursue post-secondary education opportunities.

Thirty-nine PLSD student-athletes signed letters of intent to play sports in college and/or universities.

Five PHS Central art students placed in the Scholastics Art competition taking over $210,000 in scholarship dollars.

Christen Johnson was selected as a Gates Millennium Scholar.

PHS Central Football team ranked 5th in the state for academic achievement.

Nicholas Rushlow, an eleven-year-old, fifth grade student at Harmon Middle School finished in 17th place at the Scripps-Howard National Spelling Bee. He was one of the youngest remaining participants competing against students from across the country.

PHS Central Senior Nathaniel Robinson earned a perfect ACT score.

Emilee Harmon, a member of the PHS Central Girls Basketball Team was selected as the OCC Player of the Year, District 11 Player of the Year, All-Central District Player of the Year and Co-Player of the Year for State.

The PHS North marching band were the grand champions of the Watkins Memorial Band Contest and the Thomas Worthington Band Contest.

PHS Central Combined Choir earned a superior rating in a National Competition in Orlando, Florida Spring 09.

Danielle Hulvey a member of the PHS Central swim team took first place in the OCC diving, district and state competitions.

Disclaimer: Due to the enormity of this issue, all student accomplishments could not be printed. Any omissions, misspellings and/or typographical errors were not intended.
It’s All Elementary

This school year brought a lot of new experiences for the youngest members of the Pickerington family. Each and every student worked diligently to learn new skills and have some fun along the way. Below is a list of a few of the awards that the elementary school students earned this school year.

**Definitions**
- **Gold Award**: 0 - 1 days absent
- **Silver Award**: 1.5 - 3 days absent
- **"A" Honor Roll (MS Only)**: 3.75-4.00 GPA
- **Honors Roll (MS Only)**: 3.749-3.00 GPA
- **Honor Roll (JHS and HS)**: 3.000 - 3.249 GPA
- **High Honor Roll (JHS and HS)**: 3.250 - 3.749 GPA
- **Distinguished Honor Roll (JHS and HS)**: 3.750 - 5.000 GPA
- **President’s (Gold) Award**: 3.5 GPA or higher and 85% or greater on Stanford Achievement Test in reading or math
- **President’s (Silver) Award**: Tremendous academic growth, or excellent school records
- **President’s Education Award (MS Only)**: 3.5 GPA and accelerated scores on Ohio Achievement Test in Math or Reading
- **President’s Education Award (MS Only)**: 3.5 GPA and accelerated scores on Ohio Achievement Test in Math or Reading

**Fairfield Gold Award**
- Dylan Twinam
- Elizabeth Johnson
- Tessa Sparks
- Alex Saffle
- Evan Beder
- Grant Kessler
- Hannah Ayer
- Hayden Morgan
- Iris Kessler
- Jack Kochensparger
- Jackson Nutter
- Jake Lundgren
- Jennifer Reine
- Joel Garner
- Josh Lundgren
- Joshua Cole
- Jovon Smith
- Kaitlyn Miller
- Kobe Leach
- Katie Flanigan
- Keoni Yamamoto

**Silver Award**
- Trace Heizman
- Tres Vera
- Trina Echikunwoke
- Yoji Areno
- Zachary Wilson
- Lauren Barclay
- Logan Skarsten
- Lucas Rawlins
- Lydia Fish
- Maegan Lloyd
- Marisa Planck
- Megan Phanrisvong
- Meghan Isaac
- Melissa Le
- Myles Bailey
- Nathan Ayer
- Nathan Evans
- Peter Vanderhoff
- Peyton Griffith
- Quinn Stenger
- Rachel Fish
- Reagan Cox
- Ryan O'Callaghan
- Rylee Jarvis
- Rylee Keinbrink
- Samuel Guse
- Spencer Young
- Tara Bowie
- Toby Rawlins
- Aaron Oostenburg
- Abel Andebrhan
- Abigail Smith
- Abigail Bebout
- Adrian Sword-Emmanuel
- Alec Bradbury
- Alec Palmer
- Alexander Sorenson
- Alexander Miller
- Alexis Roth
- Allison Ervin
- Allison Jones
- Allison Doster
- Andrew Donaldson
- Andrew Quick
- Anne Potts
- Audrey Brockwell
- Audrey Burris
- Babiker Higazi
- Bailey Weyand
- Belle McFeen
- Boris Popovski
- Brandi Filippi
- Brennan Santa
- Brinley Isaac
- Brock Vinski
- Cameron Bishop
- Camron Birtcher
- Casey Madison
- Chase Rawlins
- Chloe Hipsher
- Christian Fields
- Christian Keen
- Christopher Thompson
- Cole Sparks
- Cole Davis
- Connie Phengchomphet
- Corinna Moesle
- DaMia Williams
- Daniel Beck
- Daniel Guse
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Caught in the Middle

Transitioning from elementary school to middle school can be tough but the students at Diley and Harmon middle schools have taken the 2008-2009 school year by storm.

Diley  "A" Honor Roll
Adam Grummman
Agnessa Petropavlovskiy
Aisha Subalba
Alex Wellman
Alex Kidwell
Alexander Newman
Alexander Walbel
Alice Elliott
Alison Ross
Allison Portney
Amanda Midkiff
Andrea Bennett
Angela Chen
Aron Abraham
Aubrey Gray
Benjamin Rapley
Bradley Cotton
Brandon Morris
Brandon Burks
Brent Akinsi
Brian Nestor
Brittany Walters
Brooke Barnhouse
Caleb Cole
Carter Christley
Cassandra Williams
Catherine Wang
Charles Pratt
Che’ Jackson
Chloe Easterling
Colton Castellon
Dalton Dunnette
Daniel Dembski
Danielle Ritter
Darrin Mosley
David Weimar
Deja Rush
Devin Workman
Devon McMillin
Doreen Amoako
Dylan D’Errico
Emilee Steele
Emily Lewis
Emma Dombrowski
Erica Justice
Erin Peine
First Name Legal
Grace Lukich
Griffin
Goldenbagen
Haley Ramey
Hannah Safranek
Haylee Sayre
Houston Bush
Hunter Brancifort
Jacob Lynn
Jacob Schmeltzer
Jaryd Cupp
Jessica Clark
Jessica Lee
Jessica Moll
Jonathan Low
Jonathan Fee
Jordan Elliott
Joshua Ackley
Joshua Oconer
Justin Murphy
Kaelyn Koesters
Kailee Cayan
Katelyn Gordon
Katey Nelson
Katrina Williams
Kayalani Cloe
Kaylee Utterback
Kieren Douglas
Koebbe Rush
Lauren Davis
Leah Hill
Lucy Henestofel
Lydia Hedgepeth
Lydia Stang
Madeline Shaffer
Madison Hunter
Madison Landis
Madison Price
Madisyn Schott
Marah Halper
Mason Duty
Matthew Katona
Maxwell Mason
Mckenzie Kovalick
Megan Bender
Megan Davis
Mollie Hobensack
Monica Peterman
Morgan Reyes
Nicholas Male
Nicholas Vandervoort
Nicolas Smith
Nicole Held
Nicole Tontala
Pallavi Mannava
Rachael Beller
Rachel Vanbramer
Rebecca Wisniewski
Ryan Estep
Samantha Grin
Samantha Wurster
Samantha York
Samuel Scholey
Sara Whetstone
Sarah Sullivan
Scott Pierce
Selena Drake
Shelby Farmer
Shiam Patel
Sydney Hoppe
Theresa O’Deens
Thomas Jarrell
Tiffany Ko
Timothy Davis
Valerie Orr
Aubrey Cernus
Aubrie Valentine
Austi Hardy
Austin Walker
Bailey Dibbling
Benjamin Thomas
Blake Tippie
Braden Gibson
Brandon Davis
Brandon Harlan
Brandon McWilson
Breanna Cella
Brendon Post
Brian Hooser
Briana Davis
Brianna Rose
Brianna Cromwell
Brianna Smith
Bridget Short
Brooke Cvetan
Brooke Stanley
Brooklyn Parks
Bryce Devore
Caitlin Casasanta
Caitlin Tarr
Cameron Allen
Cameron Leonard
Cameron Terry
Cameryn Conner
Camron Thompson
Carleigh Todd
Carlos Collado
Carly Noel
Carolyn Lucke
Carlye Ackley
Cesar Leon
Chance Jones
Cheeza Lampet
Cheyenne Wallace
Christopher
Christopher Anderson
Christopher Bowers
Ciara Strong
Cierra New
Clay Burk
Clayton Surrell
Colin Babcock
Courtney Hickman
Craig Tierney
Crysta Haynes
Cydney Griffin
Daniel Foster
Daniel Kersh
Dante Williams
David Ortega
Delaney Baumber
Destin McDowell
Diana Loring
Drew Franklin
Dylan May
Dylan Moore
Edwina Barnett
Elijah Maurer
Emily Harmon
Emily Orlando
Emily Kern
Emma Campbell
Emmanuel Achaab
Erika Klausa
Erin Ritchez
Erin Reen
Ethan Goad
Evan Callahan
Faith Morgan
Fulton Costa
Gabriel Hannahs
Gabrielle Miller
Garrett Hall
Gavin Mackenzie
Gerret Moss
Gregory Bowers
Habrom Berhane
Haleigh Young
Haley Pettit
Haley McMahen
Haley Sheets
Halle Wardle
Hannah Reager
Hannah Yager
Hannah Cannell
Hannah Gilkey
Hannah Johnson
Harrison Conklin
Isabel Siegel
Isaiah Rood
Jackson Mathias
Jacob Garner
Jacob Pineda
Jacob Powell
Jacob Adams
Jacob Chapman
Jaelynn Cunningham
Jake Kingora
Jakob Boggs
James Woodward
James Woosley
Jayla Doggette
Jenna Myers
Jessica Hammond
Jocelyn Lehman
John Beaver
John Segelken
John Bussom
Johnathan Benzing
Joie Dickerson
Jolijn Bailing
Jonathan Nan
Jordan Koaz
Jordan Stewart
Jordan Trombley
Joseph Schmitt
Joseph Terry
Joseph Lang
Julia Wiriaswki
Justin McDermott
Kalin Williams
Kallan Holzapfel
Katelyn Cates
Kathy Whalen
Kayla Arauco
Kaylynn Begley
Keli Napier
Kelsey Mulligan
Kelsey Peshek
Kiana Williams
Kiara Grier
Kiera Harper
Kimberly Orndoff
Kyle Passage
Kyle Staten
Kylee Doty
Landon Orrbello
Larysa Kobryn
Laurel Wilson
Lauren Adcock
Laveta Burke
Lea Reynolds
Leah Kocher
Le’month Bowser
Lindsay Tarr
Lorrie Walker
Mackenzie Cvetan
Macy Sellan
Madison Lucas
Madison Cheynski
Madison Hernandez
Madlen Tadros
Mallory Crisco
Mallory Jacobs
Margaret Cain
Maria Bauers
Marissa Mancini
Mark Pugate
Mary Schrammer
Matthew Gilligan
Central HS
Distinguished Honor
Abigail Bertke
Ada Nicholson-Burley
Adam Castin
Adam Foltz
Adam Taylor
Adelaide Butler
Aleksa Tartell
Alexander Woodall
Alexander Fischbach
Alexia Calderone
Alexis Andrews
Alicia Goldbach
Alleah McWilson
Allie Casto
Allison Hammond
Allison Rateno
Alicia Roby
Amanda Jones
Amruta Patel
Amy Buccilla
Andrew Kovaleski
Andrew Lock
Andrew Watson
Andrew Bushman
Andrew McCullough
Andrew Sewell
Angela Dibling
Anne Curie
Annette Paichild
Anthony Smith
Ashley Andrews
Ashley Fischer
Ashley Spargo
Ashley Schorkhuber
Ashley Sharon
Asim Razzaq
Aubrey Burwell
Austin Gilliam
Austin Simcox
Autumn Cooper
Avery Walker
Bailey Domer
Bethany Blakely
Bethany Sines
Bethany Steele
Blaine Burgess
Brandon Koch
Brandon Barker
Brett Crane
Brooke Franklin
Brooke Talmon
Caitlan Ogle
Caitlin Lenington
Callie Busby
Carly Becker
Caroline Miller
Casey Ortega
Casey Parsons
Cassidy Williams
Caterina Singer
Cathie Cho
Charles Miller
Chelsea Dotter
Chelsea Neeley
Chelsea Czieke
Chelsea Huffman
Chinze Okpalaoka
Christen Johnson
Christina Gagliardo
Christopher Partlow
Cody Colburn
Colton Meier
Colton Lloyd
Daniel Nelson
Daniel Walter
Danielle Hupey
Dante Hernandez
David Brewer
Deja McLean
Derek Seymour
Derrick Grey
Devon McDowell
Elizabeth Kisner
Elizabeth King
Ellen Terry
Emily Sharrett
Ellen Ellis
Emma Casserly
Emma Spies
Erik Nagura
Evan Lichty
Ethan Stahlman
Evan Jensen
Eva Katz
Faye Clark
Felicia Wilson
Fiona Sheller
Gabrielle Maurer
Grant Hammond
Haley Nieman
Harika Kantamneni
Hayley Malone
Hina Qadeer
Isaiah Taylor
Isha Mansaray
Jackson Thomas
Jacob Koesters
Jacob Dittoe
Jacob Massaron
James Brackbill
Jared Devore
Jasmine Cosby
Jasmine Singh
Jayson Arzadon
Jeffrey Massaron
Jennifer Pence
Jennifer Hewitt
Jennifer Kuzmic
Jennifer Krauss
Jeremiah McCracken
Jessica Hurley
Jessica James
Jessica Bream
Jessica Duckworth
Jessica Rohr
Jessika Boyd
Jessika Brez
Jimmy Lim
Jocelyn Henry
John Montgomery
Jonathan Harlan
Jordan Melseon
Jordan Wyrick
Jordan McFarland
Joseph Pierre
Joshua Hunter
Joshua Pence
Joshua Wiseman
Joshua Kristoff
Joshua Peppers
Joshua Fridley
Justin Smith
Justin Knight
Kaitlin Peters
Kaitlyn Haynes
Kaitlyn Billups
Kara Wellman
Katelynd Shoff
Katherine Albers
Kathryn Oehlman
Katie Stevens
Kathlyn Rausch
Kayla Napier
Kayla Barnett
Kaylee Dewart
Kelsi Klein
Keshav Swaminathan
Kevin Lobe
Kirsti Osborne
Kraig Allmandinger
Kristen Goldbach
Kristen Carrel
Kristin Lawler
Kristina Hamler
Krizia Yanga
Kyle Hyer
Kyle Cummings
Kyle Smith
Lakin Davis
Laura Bender
Laura Harris-
Schlotterbeck
Laure'l Davis
Lauren Jackson
Lauren Motley
Leah Allmandinger
Leah Wharton
Lindsay Collins
Lindsey Inkrott
Lisa Cordova
Lisa Iwasaki
Madeleine Carpenter
Madhuri Mannava
Madison Kelly
Mallory Wyrick
Mallory Martin
Manasseh Curenton
Margaret Bell
Marina Breeding
Marshall Levett
Mary Hoagland
Mary Taylor
Mary Phelan
Matthew Culp
Matthew Thompson
Mayuran Ravindran
Mckenzie Marinello
Megan Cattoy
Megan Payne
Megan Sharrett
Megan Carmel
Megan Massara
Meghan Wood
Michael Gase
Michael Morris
Michael Molloy
Michelle Fugate
Mikayla Grabner
Moiz Shafi
Molly Buckler
Morgan Vesco
 Munahil Razzaq
Nathan Lawrence
Nathaniel Robinson
Neal Shah
Nicholas Duckworth
Nicholas Rush
Nicole Smith
Nicole Kubicki
Nikola Kondowski
Noah Taylor
Paige Fruechticht
Patrick Molloy
Precious Amoako
Rachel Hoser
Rachel Leist
Rease Johnson
Reasey Hem
Rebekah Davis
Richard Paige
Riley Hampton
Ross Runyan
Ryan Knight
Ryan Christy
Ryon Tartell
Samantha Leslein
Sanjeev Kolli
Sarah Gordon
Sarah McCracken
Sarah Cohen
Sarah Chinchic
Sarah Harman
Shana Pruden
Shane Brunner
Stacy Shelts
Stephanie Pellitt
Steven Cooper
Steven Zeller
Sydney Schnulo
Sydney Stephens
Tanner Burk
Taylor Posey
Taylor Adrian
Taylor Billups
Tonya Six
Travis Peraza
Trevor Roth
Tristan Menningen
Troy Thompson
Tyler Clouse
Tyler Wood
Usama Awan
Vera Chihth
Vincent Alexander
William Crook
William Reed
William Fitchett
Zachary Beaver
Zachary Kristoff

High Honor Roll
Abena Boamah-
Acheampong
Abigail Segelken
Adam Clepton
Addison Clepton
Adelaide Appiah
Alexander Watson
Alexander Safranek
Alina Spiegel
Alyssa Harmon
Alyssa Rimer
Alyssa Smith
Amanda Appel
Amanda Davis
Amandna Purnell
Amarra Hill
Andrew Smith
Andrew Jittkarunrat
Anna Ladipo
Asheya Stefanitsis
Ashleigh Clark
Ashley Buckler
Bailey Rose
Bethany Hooser
Bilal Qadeer
Blake Blomquist
Blake Morgan
Blake Brady
Bradley Bowers
Brandi Nicholson-
Burlery
Brandon Perkins
Brandy Nelson
Breon Jackson
Brett Curley
Bria Kannev
Briana Johnson
Brianna Knott
Brittany Henshaw
Brittany Taylor
Brittany Reed
Brittnee Miller
Brittney Davis
Brooke Livia
Bryan Rudolph
Bryanna Molloy
Bryce Long
Camaryn Ulm
Cara Richardson
Carina Trunzo
Caris Levert
Carlos Donis
Carson Davidson
Cassie Berry
Catherine Foley
Cedric Hatton
Chanta’ Garcia
Charlicia Agee
Charnelle Free
Chase Thomas
Chelsea Andrews
Chelsey Arnett
Christina Cline
Christy Burgess
Cody Roberts
Connor Beckman
Connor Tailford
Cory Richardson
Courtney Harry
Courtney File
Cullen Levering
Cynthia Hooper
Dallas Lynn
Dallas Stang
Danil Musso
Daniel Trufant
Daniel Chinchic
Danielle Cannell
Danielle Meier
Darrie Billings
David Stephens
David Payne
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CLASS OF '09

...earned over $14 million dollars in scholarships

Deidra Benson
Derek Beckman
Drew Baker
Elizabeth Blanton
Elizabeth Cordell
Elizabeth England
Elizabeth Flaugher
Elizabeth Hardin
Elliott Clark
Emilee Harmon
Emily Callahan
Emily Sersain
Emily Sexton
Emma Low
Erica Gordon
Erika Mills
Erin Moder
Evan Betts
Gabrielle Dolby
Glen Goddard
Hannah Ans_paugh
HollyKay Alexander
Jacob Holbrook
Jacob Schlaerth
Jacoby Boren
Jacqueline Eichhorn
Jake Peterson
Jalane Sernessa
James Jarrell
James Poole
Janelle Washington
Jasmin Jones
Jasmine Henshaw
Jasmine Greene
Jasmine Yebboah
Bohene
Jasmine Cooper
Jennie Schott
Jennifer Learning
Jennifer Murray
Jennifer D’Innocenzo
Jennifer Holroyd
Jeremiah Blaine
Jesai Woods
Jessica Kearns
Jessica Boone
Jessica Bussom
Jessica Powell
Jhana-rae Cole
Jo Dun
John Gibboney
Jonathan McRae
Jonathon Pierre
Jordan North
Jordan Robinson
Jorden Lascola
Joseph Matalon
Joseph Pineda
Joshua Arnett
Joshua Dufford
Joshua Colburn
Joshua McRae
Joshua Leonard
Joshua Stevens
Kacey Newton
Kadeisha Turner
Kaitlyn Meyer
Kala Coffee
Kaneisha Martin
Kasi Payne
Katelyn Ellsworth
Katelyn Siciliano
Katherine Spencer
Kathleen Kohilofer
Kathryn Ackermann
Katie Kenney
Katie Lynn
Kayla Boyer
Kayla Hall
Kaylee Shoff
Kellie Stagge
Kelly Covert
Kelsee Hansel
Kendall Payne
Kenneth Kohilofer
Kenneth Kessler
Kera Woolley
Keri Hanks
Kevin Pethaphong
Kevin Grundey
Kimberly Li
Kirk Caudill
Kirk Matthews
Kirsten Wilson
Kori Talley
Kristen Wood
Kristen Berger
Kristina Chapman
Kristina Massie
Kristopher Strange
Kristy Joy
Kyle Gambert
Kyle Nicodemus
Kyle Blake
Kyle Griffis
Kyle Rogge
Kylie Breeding
Latia Sexton
Lauren Stephenson
Lauren Pratt
Lauren Ziegler
Leonard Cain
Lindsay Mull
Lindsay Lawler
Lindsi Gorman
Logan Bodner
Mackenzie Deutsch
Mackenzie Denihan
Makenna Jennings
Maria Garcia
Mariah Wright
Mario Harris
Markeisha Edwards
Marquez Plummer
Mason Carter
Mason Roece
Maura Taylor
Meagan Seitzinger
Megan Marinello
Megan Walker
Megan Johnson
Megan Adkins
Megan Wharton
Meghan Elliott
Melissa Weaver
Merissa Magers
Michael Jamar-Brown
Michaela Gates
Michele Bateman
Michelle Rogers
Miranda Sikorski
Moima Chowoe
Molly Wheatley
Monique Nichols
Morgan Sexton
Morgan Thompson
Natalie Burgess
Nevada Brancifort
Nicholas Wilson
Nicholas Scarberry
Nicholas Dillon
Nicholas Eley
Nicholas Moore
Olivia Smith
Pa-chele Edwards
Paige Martin
Paige Schlotterhausen
Parris Watson
Patrick Nightingale
Phillip McCracken
Rachael Scott
Ray Price
Rennea Burley
Riana Upton
Richard Allen
Rida Khan
Robert Raymond
Ryan Kipple
Ryan Hosse
Samantha Parsons
Samantha Strozyk
Samantha Griffith
Sara Martin
Sarah Crowther
Sarah Shively
Sean King
Sehrish Ashraf
Seth Ans Parkaugh
Shannay Fletcher
Shannon Beard
Shannon Meyer-Walker
Shannon Myers
Shayne Denihan
Shelby Porter
Sierra Armstrong
Stephanie Angeletti
Stephanie Vingle
Taylor Nunemaker
Taylor Pickett
Taylor Robinson
Taylor Clark
Taylor Gibbons
Taylor Rickman
Tess Robson
Theresa Abbarno
Tiffany Clark
Tiffany Li
Timothy Easterling
Timothy Hann
Tione Goodson
Torrie Marshall
Travis Wiseman
Tyler Kunkel
Tyler Smith
Tyler W. Hammond
Victoria Loch
Victoria Hunter
Victoria Sexton
Vonshayla Smith-Shook
Wayne Taylor
Weldon Johnson-Ayers
Weston Hunter
Wetlyne Wettee
Whitni Woods
Zachary May
Zachary Clouse
Zachary Koon
Zachary Williamson
Zachary Cuthbert
Zachary Layton
Zachery Aldridge

...
...over 90% have been accepted to post-secondary colleges and institutions

Erica Balle
Ethan Way
Evan Price
Gabriel Singer
Gabrielle Colburn
Hailey Kessler
Hannah Dittoe
Hayleigh Brennan
Heidi Frobel
Ian Burke
Ian Oberdorf
Isaac Beller
Ivy Hawkins
Jacob Devore
Jacob Mullins
Jacob Poston
Jacob Rohr
Jacob Davis
Jacquelyn Smith
James Pospishil
Jamie Moriarty
Jared Mahorn
Jenna Gray
Jennifer Whetstone
Jeromy Rogers
Jerome Cromwell
Jessica Armet
John Craven
Jordan Ivan
Joshua Park
Joshua Westmoreland
Kara Palm
Kara Ball
Karl Roesch
Kasey Alexander
Katelyn Trussell
Kaylie Eisel
Kasey Pupa
Keena Larson
Kelsea Dailey
Kirstin Jones
Krista Begley
Kristina Ibrahim
Kristina Carder
Kyle Severt
Kyle Murray
Lauren Barber
Leann Stone
Lindsey Angeletti
Mac Koenig
Marquita Edwards
Mathew Roberts
Matthew Taranto
Matthew Groves
Matthew Sobczyk
Michael Pieczynski
Michael Stephenson
Mikiayla Leonard
Mohamed Siddiqui
Nia Jones
Nicholas Lock
Nicholas Bottoms
Nicole Cotton
Nicole Egan
Nilas Thompson
Paris Waddington
Peter Brobeck
Rachel Woods
Raymond Ledesma
Ricky Compton
Robert Holbrook
Rodney Booth
Ronald Burgess
Ronu Hassan
Samantha Evans
Samantha Pimnick
Sara Callahan
Sean Blake
Shane Elzthro
Shayna Fish
Sheeraz Muzafiar
Sierra Jackson
Sonya Leslie
Stephen Blake
Tamani Carter
Tanner Hager
Tanner Grant
Thomas Stephens
Tiffani Bohler
Trey Alvoid
Trillyn Harper
Usama Muhammad
William Eakins
Zachary Belcher
Zachary Dyer
Zackary Campbell

North HS Distinguished Scholar

Aaron Hurraw
Aaron Guy
Abigail Castle
Adam Garner
Adrienne Reese
Aimee Logsdon
Alaina Martini
Alex Carlin
Alexa Bartsch
Alex Fultz
Alex Thomas
Alexander McSurley
Alexandra Henkel
Alexandra Iacqua
Alexis Evans
Ali Prestifilippo
Alicia Diantonio
Allison Sheek
Allisa Murphy
Allison Layton
Allriah Gore
Amanda Petrakis
Amanda Harr
Amber Lott
Amber Blackburn
Amy Melin
Amy Strauch
Amy Williamson
Andrea Bobadilla
Andrew Hesch
Andrew Strickler
Andrew Goring
Andrea Hairston
Ani Manukian
Anthony Varda
Anthony Macioce
Ashley Hull
Ashley Luakaesko
Ashley Rozmarin
Ashley Wil
Audra Goldsberry
Audrey Chrisman
Audrae Bentley
Austin Way
Bailey Weghorst
Benjamin Previtt
Benjamin Schneider
Branden Booth
Brendan O'Connell
Brendan Rossi
Bria Booker
Brian Holland
Brian Ferguson
Brian Good
Brian Neilon
Brian Sanders
Brittany Perkins
Brittany Engell
Brittany Fisher
Brittany Stephens
Brittany Vaughn
Brooke Hess
Bryanna Buck
Caillan Edwards
Caillan Hughes
Cale Giddings
Cale Winner
Caleb Lee
Camille Eberhart
Carlie Focke
Caroline Johnson
Carson Eagle
Casey Fixari
Caylie Pool
Charles Combs
Charles Fultz
Chelsea Gagle
Chelsea Kitchen
Cheree Cain
Christian Arnold
Christina Ciccone
Christine Tran
Christine Singell
Christopher Mulroy
Christopher Lady
Christopher Beegley
Colin Combs
Colleen Ferguson
Collin Janke
Connor West
Corey Ferris
Cortlandt Martin
Courtney Reeb
Courtney Stanley
Dane Powell
Daniel Honaker
Danielle Mace
Darren Bogumil
David Nguyen
Delaney Mattoon
Demantis Okavor
Devon Perry
Dirk Auman
Dominick Alfano
Donald Lisa
Doyt (Blair) Perry
Edward Bowen
El Corder
Elizabeth Hueckel
Emily Esterle
Emily Loudermilk
Emily Shevelow
Emily Fetterman
Eric Leach
Eric Lott
Erica Malone
Erik Bowersock
Erik Tassner
Erik Vanderkol
Erika Heintz
Eriq Trany
Eriq Poling
Evan Dort
Gabriela Bobadilla
Gabrielle Thacker
Garrison Lister
Geoffrey Malott
Gregory Black
Gregory Max
Hannah Wascomb
Hannah Fetterman
Hannah Lieb
Hanya Burger
Hannah Okel
Heather Wilson
Heather Miller
Heather Foltickman
Heather Gloss
Hilary Enois-Edu
Holly Simms
Ian Houer
Ian Neinast
Isaac Gephart
Ivona Mackowska
Jaeen Hnz
Jacob Hinsen
Jacob Kurgan
Jacob Edmison
Jacob Isabel
Jacob Tennant
Jacquelyn Bennett
Jade Holmes
Jake McCullough
James Rustin
Janel Mathews
Janelle Holmes
Jacie Bonsu
Jared Corriveau
Jasmine McElroy
Jayson Perkins
Jazmin Bowes
Jenna Barman
Jenna Andreas
Jenna Mason
Jennifer Jee
Jennifer Walters
Jennifer Grotsky
Jeremy Russell
Jessica Beckathorn
Jessica Lombard
Jessica Motz
Jessica Kaiser
Jessica Vogel
Jessica Sorokcy
Jessica Veelye
Jessica Hoffmann
Jillian Durtalcher
John Vanderhoff
John Weibel
John Gardocki
John Riddle
John Gibbons IV
Jonathan Van court
Jordan Kibler
Jordan Householder
Joseph Curremude
Kilisa Cleary
Kipla Yen
Joshua Garleb
Judie Tung
Julia Sakowski
Julian Flores
Julianne Balog
Julie Guzman
Julie Vest
Jun Uzawa
Justin Lambarb
Justin Waugh
Justin Thornfort
Kaitlan Berethic
Kaitlin Butcher
Kaitlin Daniel
Kailyn Barger
Kamill Salam
Kari Stevenson
Kathleen King
Katelyn Barnett
Katherine Becher
Katherine Kaiser
Kathryn Bowling
Kathryn Gardoki
Katie Klop
Katie Rossiter
Katey Mason
Katllynn Rini
Kay Greke
Kayla Perry
Kayla Byler
Kayla McLain
Kayla Brockhoff
Kayla Haral
Kaylin Vanbuskirk
Kaylynn Murphy
Kelly Turpin
Kelly Myers
Kelsey Navin
Kelsey Wagner
Kelsey Conley
Kelsey Darner
Kelsie Newport
Kenneth Yuresak
Kevin Snider
Kevin Solon
Kiersha Fields
Kimberly Black
Kory McGaughy
Krystina Avila
Kseniya Primitachenko
Kyle Thiabert
Kyle Sorenson
Kyle Hoskinson
Kyle Jeffries
Kyle Newport
Kyle Oberster
Kyle Shaeffer
Laken Ferguson
Laura Kategeorge
Laura Sullivan
Lauran Burris
Lauren Berethic
Lauren Eberts
Linda Lasefer
Lindsay Fisher
Logan Griffith
Lukas Diebold
Lukas Diebold
Margaret Greene
Mark McNall
Markus Mason
Marrett Laney
Marshall Fairbanks
Martina Stojanovska
Mary Lynch
Mary Patterson
Mary Lee
Mason McGrew
Matthew Bardales
Matthew Croyle
Matthew Murcha
Matthew Oostenburg
Matthew Gordon
Matthew Hatcher
Matthew Johnson
Maxwell Orr
Megan Molder
Megan Seeds
Megan Cardenas
Megan Gridley
Megan Logue
Melinda Hess
Melissa Motz
Melissa Barger
Meredith Conkel
Michal Van Fossen
Michael Kelly
Michael Klamo
Michael Lee
Michael McGee
Michael Mulroy
Michael Bates
Michael Knorr
Michelle Benson
Miranda Wood
Molly Willette
Monika Patel
Morgan Honeycutt
Morgan Grodsky
Morgan Wilhoite
Mya Rucker
Nathan Hoover
Nathan Braid
Nicholas DellaFlora
Nicholas Malott
Nicholas Justus
Nicholas Spavdlo
Nicole Smith
Nicole Lewis
Nicole Niemi
Nina Kossor
Nolan Rudolph
Paige Markwood
Paige Siegwart
Patrick Combs
Paul Hintz
Paul Kimmel
Paul Filippelli
Rachel Harrison
Rachel Morgan
Rachel Zain
Rachel Corrigan
Rachel Hack
Rachel Harris
Rachel Salyer
Rachel Flora
Rachel Shnedgar
Radhika Tanki
Raven Gaston
Raven Brinson
Raymond Golden
CLASS OF '09

...39 student-athletes signed letters of intent to play sports in college

Andrea Castle
Andrea Northness
Amber Harroff
Amber Falter
Amanda Johnston
Amanda Davis
Amanda Perry
Amanda Cassidy
Amanda Davis
Andrea Northness
Andrea Schultz
Andrew Crandall
Andrew Thompson
Andrew Wilson
Andrew Zirkle
Andrew McInkson
Andrew Winslow
Andrew Lear
Anna Ebrigh
Anthony Cumerlander
Anthony Boerio
Anthony Ditosto
Anthony Melsoner
Ashley Lyman
Ashley Maccionei
Ashlyn Bethel
Audrey Swann
Audrey Sanders
Austin Engel
Austin Paxton
Austin Butler
Austin Orr
Austyn Goslee
Aysha Harris
Azalia Gordon
Bianca Daniel
Biljana Temovska
Blair Baumann
Blair Horseman
Bradon Pulley
Brandon Howes
Brandon Tate
Brandon Flash
Brandon Woods
Brandon Grogan
Braxton Eby
Brendan Dilg
Brian Weals
Brian Lemaster
Brianne Jones
Brianne Thacker
Brinne Blythe
Brice Baumann
Brittani Booth
Brock Martin
Brooke Huhn
Bryce Alden
Cailyn Stem
Cameron Huey
Cameron Whiteman
Candice George
Cara Collins
Carissa Mei
Carlie Goodchild
Carly Korban
Casey Hess
Cassandra Epperly
Catherine Mathews
Chandler Smith
Chanel Johnson
Chanel Sowell
Charmaine Gary
Chase Dickson
Chelsea Graffeo
Chelsea Roth
Chelsea Clemans
Chris Dudley
Christian Denniston
Christina Wentz
Christina Forsyth
Christine McLean
Codie Gray
Codie Titus
Codie Fixari
Cole Rumora
Colleen Carpenter
Courtney Ales
Courtney Bartolf
Courtney Potts
Courtney Yamamoto
Cristobal Torres
Dalton Main
Dana Thompson
Daniel Donnelly
Daniel Garleb
Daniel Sakowski
Danielle Kuecket
David Chinn
David Harlan
Dayna Johnson
Derek Arduino
Derek Blackwell
Destiny Negron
Donna Lake
Dylan Macfarlane
Ednice Wagner
Edwin Hackett
Elizabeth Iacobellis
Elizabeth Crouse
Elizabeth Schenerlein
Elyse Tramontano
Emily Hiatt
Emily Larson
Emily Skarsten
Emily Reincheld
Emma Taylor
Eric Lovejoy
Eric Roth
Eric Brewster
Eric Brindle
Eric Rodriguez
Erica King
Erica Hardy
Erin Arvey
Eva Zielinski
Evan Wang
Evanne English
Faith Collins
Gabriel Filer
Garith Smith
Graham Collinson
Grant Snyder
Grant Dornon
Guadalupe Alvarez
Haley Tennant
Halley Ross
Hannah McGloin
Harlan Wajnyryb
Harry Myers
Heather Ellein
Hunter Williams
Huy Chu
Igor Icovski
Ionel Baustian
Jaclynne Felske
Jacob Breakey
Jacob Criminski
Jacob Huffman
Jacob Wickline
Jade Buchanan
James Whitehead
Jannette Ladiopo
Jared Lister
Jared Haggit
Jarrod Culp
Jennifer Rennell
Jesse Fausnag
Jesse Owens
Jessica McManus
Jessica Piechoki
Jessica Widener

Disclaimer: Due to the enormity of this issue, all student accomplishments could not be printed. Any omissions, misspellings and/or typographical errors were not intended.
...to the Class of 2009, thanks for the memories!
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The Junior High Strikes Back

The students of Lakeview and Ridgeview junior high schools are poised to take over the world.

Lakeview
Distinguished Honor
Aaron Wickline
Abigail Shalawylo
Abigail Rubio
Abigail Paulus
Abigail Lamancusa
Adam Hoogstraal
Adam Honaker
Adam Butcher
Adrea Le
Aimee Horne
Alexa Cheripko
Alexander Weiss
Alexander Sherry
Alexis Way
Alivia Lahr
Allison Lowery
Alyssa Geraci
Amanda Kelly
Amanda Ebright
Andrew McSurley
Andrew Maggio
Andrew Jeffers
Andrew Brady
Andrew Bowersock
Anna Deis
Ashley Myers
Ashley Malone
Ashlynn Fisher
Bailey Martinez-Wallace
Bethany Mazik
Bradley Hall
Brandi Carrier
Brandon Terepka
Brandon Edwards
Brennan Ayers
Catherine Lach
Charles Kronk
Chelse Spinner
Christina Williams
Christine Matoce
Christopher Walls
Christopher Morgan
Clay White
Connor Yamamoto
Courtney Shaver
Courtney Kelly
Daniel Riordan
Daniel Helin
Deja Jones
Drew Arnold
Elizabeth Burson
Elizabeth Baldwin
Ellen Strickler
Emily Lisa
Erin McNaill
Evan Mrutha
Faith Mason
Grace Conkel
Haily Roush
Hannah Murphy
Hayley Oliver
Heather Laeufer
Heather Byers
Janie Moller
Jasmine Lambert
Jeremy Wang
Jessica Wachtman
Jessica Fix
John Eringman
Jonathan Wang
Jordan Potts
Jordan Caylor
Joshua Latimer
Julia Garleb
Kaitlin Beemiller
Kamryn Ross
Kara O’Connell
Karissa Young
Katherine Prewitt
Katherine Hunt
Kelsey Waite
Kendal Lane
Kendall Beaumont
Kerstyn Auman
Kevin Hannah
Kirsten Green
Klementina
Stojanovska
Kristen Fisel
Kristen Eisenhauer
Kristin Oliphant
Kyle Podolak
Kyle Planck
Kyle Pasqualone
Lana Yusuf
Lashonda Payne
Laura Hammerstein
Lauren Martini
Layne Collier
Lea Fisher
Leah Whitehead
Liam Niemeyer
Lindsay Thurston
Lindsay Landenberger
Mackenzie Dunn
Madison Demattio
Maree Norwood
Marina Divine
Marissa Divine
Marion Pugh
Megan Stickey
Megan Giardina
Meghan Terry
Melody Lu
Mica Caine
Michael Highman
Michael Ocone
Miles Lindquist
Minh Kien Nguyen
Mitchell McGuire
Morgan Greer
Morgan Beemiller
Nathaniel Hang
Nathaniel Griffin
Nicholas Newman
Nicholas Haghiri
Nicole Lady
Patrick Yen
Paul Starkey
Rachael Gebhart
Rachel Weigman
Rachel Sorensen
Rachel Mick
Rachel Loudermilk
Richard Alexander
Ryan Miller
Ryan Garner
Rylee Shaw
Salma El-Barrad
Scott Sapp
Shane Hollbrook
Shayleigh Hollbrook
Sierra
Sribanditmongkol
Sinclair Stockard
Soailb Awan
Sydney Butler
Tamper Ehrigt
Tianna Diyanni
Tyler Will
Victoria Hogan
Warren Stoddard
Zachary Goodchild

High Honor
Adam Ogden
Adrienne
Hennerfeind
Alex Segbers
Alex Butler
Alexander Priest
Alexander Miller
Alexander Altimore
Alexandria Est
Alexis Olenik
Alicia Hack
Alissa Sheppard

Disclaimer: Due to the enormity of this issue, all student accomplishments could not be printed. Any omissions, misspellings and/or typographical errors were not intended.
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PICKERINGTONKIDS.COM announces its newly redesigned & enhanced website now found at: PICKERINGTONKIDZ.COM!

simplify. to make simple; less complicated.

- SIMPLE to find kid info you need in one site!
- EASY to navigate
- CONVENIENT emails delivered to your inbox!
- MORE information now, includes toddler to TEEN!
- NEW! Sell & Buy kid items through our FORUM!
- CURRENT events on our events calendar added daily
- DAILY updates to website to keep information current
- FRESH LOOK to reflect today’s trends
- LOCAL information for local parents from local parents
- FREE, as always—sign up today!

Our goal is to simplify the lives of busy local parents!